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DETERMINATION OF AUALI METAL IN INSOLTTBLE 
C 0M POUND S BY RDP C TI ON WI Tu CALC IUM HYDRIDE 

INTRODIYCTI CN 

.Tethods of Ana1yzin for Alkali 1e tais 

The quantitative d3ternination of the alkali ietals 
which occur in insoluble materials can be resolved into 
two phases. The first cf these is the solublization phase, 

with which this thesis is priiarily concerned. The second 

step is that of actually determinine; the arnount of alkali 

!netal in the sample by weighing some insoluble salt of the 
alkali metal, or co-iparing the sample with standards as in 

the flame photometric method, or sorre other convienent 
method. 

Graviietric Nethods 

a) sodium: Sodium Is often weirhed as NaC1 when it 
is already present as such or after conversicn of other 
forms into the chloride. The conversion is usually effect- 
ed by repeated evaporation of hydrochloric acid solutions 
to dryness until only the chloride remains, The procedure 
is slillar when sodium is to be wehed as the sulfate, 
the only difference being the use of sulfuric acid in the 
latter case. (20, p. 878) 

Small ariounts of sodium in the presence of ioderate 
anounts of potassium, ammonium, rnagnesiui, calciun and 
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barium and in the absence of phosphates, silicates, oxal- 

ates and tartratos can be determined as sodtun zinc urany]. 

acetate, (NaZn(TO2)3(C2M3O2)9 S 6H00). The method is 

co:p1icated by the necossity of using a constant temp- 

erature bath of 20°C. (±].0) during precipitation, and by 

the fact that the precipitate must be washed 5 to 10 times 

with 2 ml, portIons of the zinc uranyl acetate reaent and 

about 5 times with 2 ml. portions of 95% ethyl aicci il 

saturated with sodiuii zinc uranyl acetate at 200G. At 

best the metbod requires several hours to complete 

analysis. (1, p. 1625) 

Sodium in the presence of the chlorides of potassIum, 

ammonium, calcium, magnesium, barium, strontium, Iron, 

aluminum and chromium, can be precipitated as sodium mag- 

nesium uranyl acetate (NaC2H3O0 îig(C2H3O2)2 

31J02(C2H302)2 . 6H2O), dried and weIghed. The procedure 

is much the sce as that for the zinc uranyl acetate method 

and requires several hours for completion. (2, p. 3233) 

b) Potassium: Potassium may be weighed as the 

chloride or sulfate after separating all other constitu- 

ents. The procedure Is the sse as that for sodium, The 

principle disadvantage in both cases being the very compli- 

catod and tine consuming process of separating the two 

metals from all others which tend to interfere. 

Tue chioroplatinate method Is applicable in the pres- 

erice of chlorides of sodium, lithium, magnesium, calcium, 
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and strontiur. The :iethod is based on the fact that 
potassium chioroplatinate is practically insoluble in 

stronF aichol while the other chioroplatinates are rend- 

il soluble, The final precipitate is dried in an oven 

at 1100C, and weithed as K9PtC16. Several modifications 
of this method are known and used. 

In the presence of chlorides, phosphates and nitrates 
of barium, calcium, magnesium and the alkali metals, 
potassium maj be detorrined by the perchiorate method. 

The separation depends on the insolubility of potassium 

perchiorate and the solubility of Sodium and other per- 
chlorates in 97 alcohol. (20, p. 871-872) 

Two lees common methods are the chioronitrololune- 

sulfonate method, (11, p. 2976) and the napthol yellow-S 

method, (ç?, p. 209) 

c) Lithium, Rubidium, Cesium: These metals are 

comparitively rare, but, i1ethocls for their determination 
are known, All of them can be separated as the chlorides 
or sulfates, dried and weinhed. Lithium chloride differs 
from the other alkali nietal chlorides by heinC soluble in 
amyl alcohol. Advantae is taken of this fact to effect 
separation. Rubidium and cesium can he determined by first 
precipitating thei as the phosphomolybdates (or as sodium 

bismuth nitrItes) and then converting them to the chioro- 
platinates, This procedure is used In the presence of 
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sodium and potassium and effectve1; separates rubidium 

and cesium from them. The procedure is to add secia1 

9-ohosphomolybdic acId reacent to a hot, acidic solution 

of the alkali metals. The molybdenum is rewved from the 

precitjitate by dissolving the latter in a 5 sodium hy- 

droxlcie solution and saturatin this with hydroen sulfide. 

After removal of the molybdenum, the alkalis are converted 

to the chlorcplatinate by addition of chloroplatinic acid. 

(13, p. 107-111) 

After separating rubidium and cesium from the other 

alkali motals, they can be separated from each other, if 

they hapen to occure to.'ether, by the silico tungstic 

acid method (15, p. 109), or the antimony trichioride- 

ferne chloride method. (17, p. 185) In both cases cesium 

is precipitated and rubidium is obtained by difference. 

Flame Photometric liethod 

All :rravimetric methods discussed so far suffer from 

hein: very time consuming. It is of definite advantage 

then, when a method is developed which reat1y shortens the 

time and work involved in a iven deteiiiriation. Thus can 

the recent developments in f1ae spectrophotometry be term- 

ed definite advantages in the realm of alkali metal deter- 

minati ons. 

The flame Photometer is an instrument for the rapid 
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determination of sodium, potassium arid other metals in 

3olutlon. It is des!pned to measure quantitatively the 

1irht emitted by various metal loris when they are atomized 

fron solution, led to a burner and excited to spectral 

emission in a flame. Eince the intensity of the liht 

emitted by each element depends primarily on the concen- 

tratlon of its ions in the flame at any piven instant, a 

measurement of the liTht intensity produced by a Fiverl 

element makes possible the quantitative determination of 

that element. 

The flame photometric method does have some disad- 

vantares. The cost of the instruient is often prohibitive 

in some laboratories; furthermore, the instrument must be 

calibrated each time it is used, and as with all the ieth- 

ods for the determination of alkali metals thus far ìen- 

tioried, the sample must be in solution before a determin- 

ation can be made. 

Other ethods 

Gravimetric and flame photometric methods are by no 

means the only ways of quantitatively detecting alkali 

metals. Others include a colorimetric method for potas- 

sium, (8, p. 10d3) and a polaroraphic (using sodium 

tetraphenyl boron) (15, p 335-641) method also for potas- 
slum. Epectrcsccpic and spectrogranhic determinations for 



both sodium and potassium in rocl:s and ninerals are also 

known and sometimes used. (13, p. 443), 4, p. 333-334, 

10, p. 3) and 22, p. 327-633) An attempt at detenining 
potassium and sodium in feldspars by act1vaton analysis 

has recently been made. (5, p. 165-172) Objections to 

the above methods are lad: of 8impiicity, expensive ins$ru- 

mentation in some cases and liriited aplicabi1ity in some 

cases. 

î'ethods of Solublizing Samples 

There are two methods commonly accepted by which 

alkali metal containing insoluble conpounds are solublized. 

They are the flerzelius method (3, p. 169) and the . 

Lawrence Smith method. (21, p. 269) The Berzelius method 

is much the older and has several disadvantages not encou- 

tered in the Smith method, however, it is very commonly 

ueed, The method begins by attackiní; the silicate with 

hydrofluoric and sulfuric acids. The sample is usually 

din'ested an hour or so on a steam bath in the presence of 

both acids, thon heated stronply to sulfurIc acid fur:es 

several times to exnol the excess TIF and to convert the 

fluorides to sulfates, It is often necessary to rereat 

the hydrofluoric diestion several tinies to thoroujüy 
decompose a sa-ple, and so:e mnera1s such as andalusite, 

topaz and sorno varieties of tourmaline cannot be conletely 
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deconposed by HF. The disadvantages of this method are 

obvious. First, since EG attacks glass it must be contain- 

ed in platinum ware, which is both exoensive and not a1wars 

available. Secondly, the method is very tirie consuming, 

often requiring several hours for just the solublizing 

steo. FInally, as was rrìentioned, there are minerals which 

are not affected by hydrofluoric icid. (14, p. 930-932) 

Some modifications of the Berzelius method are known. They 

include the use of perchioric acid instead of sulfuric in 

the initial digestion 'iixture, (24, p. 234) the use of 

hydrofluoric ûcid only, and various methods of digesting 

and fuming. 

The J. Lawrence Smith method requires the grinding of 

0.5 g. of sample with an equal weight of ammonium chloride 
in an agate mortar, and the intimate mixing of this mass 
with 4 g. of calcium carbonate. The mixturo thus obtained 

is placed n a special platinum crucible and heated. The 

heatinc is slow at first, but is radually raised to 1100°C. 

in the course of 20 to 30 minutes and there maintained for 

another 90 minutes, The fusion mixture is then leached 

and diEested until thoroughly disintegrated. It is then 

filtered and any insoluble portions dissolved in hydro- 

chloric acid, 

The method suffers from several disadvan.tac:es. It 

is less time consuming than the Derzelius method, but 



still requires about 2 to 3 hours to coiplete the solubi- 

ization step. It further requires t'e use of platinum 

cruclbles, aìd if properly done, the use of a srecial J, 
Lawrence Smith platinum crucible, which is both costly, 

and of little use in any other ordInary laboratory work. 

However, despite these few disadvantaces the method is 
reasonably satisfactory and is superior in iost cases to 

the Berzelius method, 

The above discussion of methods of solublizinr and 

deterinIn alkali metals in insoluble compounds tends to 

point out the need for a simple, fast method for such 

analysis. It is well known that the above methods are 

very precise and capable of jreat accuracy, depending on 

the care taken during the course of a determination, 

Therefore no atterint is made In this work to improve on the 
accuracy obtainable by the older methods. The work of this 
thesis, as well as a roat deal of work previous to it, was 

doria in view of the need for an improved solublization 
technique, one which would be fast, sinple, and capable of 

being carried out in nost laboratories, 



HISTORICAL 

Concept of Idea 

bler arid IJerrdeen, (12, p. 2264-2267) in 1913, 

showed that su1fats could be completely reduced to aul- 

fides with calcium hydride accordiri to the equation 

SO4 + 4CaH2 -4 MS + 4CaO 

Caidwell and Erauskopf, (6, p. 2936-2942) and 7, p. 

3355-3659) in 1929, en1arLin on 'blers work, developed 

a method for the quantitative detornlnation of sulfur in 

insoluble ßulfatos and other sulfur compounds. It was 

during the cotra of this work that the invest1ator ob- 

served alkali metal being liberated and decosited on the 

crucible lid when the charge mixturo containing alkali 

metal sulfatea and calcium hydride was heated. This ob- 

servaton led to the proposal that an analytical iethod 

miht be developed that would take advanta,o of the fact 

that alkali netals occurrirl? in compounds can be replaced 

with calcium from calcium hydride at high temperatures, 

according to tlie reaction 

2S1O3 + Call2 -3 CaSiO3 + 2i + H2. 

C1cium hydride is a 'rey solid which is stable at 

room teperture in the absence of moisture and air, but 

decomposes to tlie e1emonti at 750C. It is above this 

temperature that any rep1aceient of alkali metals from 
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their compounds r'ust take place. 

Because of the results obtained by Ebler and by 

Caidwell and Krauskopf, it was stronly believed from the 

outset of this present pha9e of the work that a calcium 

hydride-alkali metal compound reaction at hIgh te1rerature 

would be quantitative. The problem then, was resolved to 

determinin if the reaction is quantitative, and if so, is 

quantitative in every cose including such compounds as 

feldspars, silicates, lasses, ceramics and other siniiar, 

highly insolible alkali metal containinc compounds, and 

to devise a suitable apparatus and procedure where-by the 

liberated alkali metal could effectively be ccllected and 

analyzed, and consIstant results he obtained. 

Previous etuiods and Apparatus 

Several apparatus had been tried with varyinr; de'rees 

of success by Leonard et. al. (16, p. 9-1) prior to the 

beginn1nv of the work of this thesis. 

Test tube: Probably the simplest of the types tried 

was tuie test tube apnaratus. It coisisted of a test tube 

into which was placed the charge. The end was then con- 

stricted to nearly capillary size at a point just above 

the charre. The charje was then heated with a Fisher 

burner and the liberated alkali metal was to pass through 

the constriction and condense on the upper portion of the 

tube. The alkali etal then could be dissolved in water 
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and titrated with standard acid. This apparatus proved 

to be unsatifectory since it was impossIble to cet nil 

cf the alkali metal Into the upper portion of the tube, 

and also the calcium hydrIde had a marked tendency to 

replace the alkali metals from the pyrex test tube at high 

temperatures. 

Whitton apparatus: The Whitton (23, p. 35-39) mercury 

apparatus was used for several runs. It conSIsts of a 

steel crucIble in which the charre mixture was placed, and 

a silver plate held over the crucible mouth by means of a 

clamp fastonin onto a cup used for water cooling. It was 

found that not all of the liberated alkali metal deposited 

on the cooled silver plate, but that sorne of it also de- 

posited on the walls of the crucIble. This was unsatis- 

fac tory. 

Quartz combustion tube: This apparatus was composed 

of a quartz tube fitted with a nitroen source at one end 

and a water fIlled receiver flask at the other. The 

charge was contained In an alundum boat which was placed 

In tìe tube and heated stron'ly. itro'en gas wss intro- 

duced at slirht pressure at one end cf the tube In order 

to sweep the alkali metal vapor away from the charre and 

into the water filled container. A Fisher burner was 

used as a beat source. The iethod was never successful, 

probably because the excess calcium foris calcium nitride 

which decomposes at a te:iperature weil above the boiling 
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point of sodium and potassium and thus would tend to 

blanket or occlude the metals and prevent them from being 

swept into the receiver. 

Iron crucible: An apparatus desiLned b hobert S. 

Shoemaker1 and capable of recovering 93 to 93 percent of 

the t::eoretical sodium from sodium carbonate, consisted of 

an iron crucb1e with a steel plate used as a cover. The 

plato had a circular groove cut into it and was seated on 

the crucible by being ground with valve grinding compound. 

'ater cooled crucible: The fifth apparatus is illus- 

trated in figures 1 and 2. It consists of a stainless 

steel crucible and collector sleeve and a copper cooling 

wafer held onto the sleeve and crucible by means of a 

threeded steel cap. The charte is placed in the crucible, 

the sleeve inserted and the apparatus assembled. Cooling 

water is passed through the copper wafer at a rste of one 

liter per minute while t'e crucible is heated, first 15 

minutes with two Fisher burners, then 5 more minutes with 

a compressed aIr blast lamp. Ala1i metal which has 

collected on the cooled sleeve is dissolved and titrated 

with standard acid. 

It was with this apparatus that Leonard, (16, p. 17-19) 

in 1955, showed that the calcium hydride-alkali metal 

i Shoemaker, Robert S. Personal letter to Dr. William . 

Caidwell. i1adison, 
Jisconsin0 December , 1951. 



Steel cap 1Ò 

Copper cooling chamber 

Stainless steel crucible Stainless steel receptacle 

Fígure I. Detail of apparatus (actual size) 



Figure 2. Sectional drawing of assembled 

apparatus (twice actual size) 
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compound reaction is quantitative with mteria1s such as 

PaCI, KC1, K2CO etc. Fesu1ts obtained b Îorard arid 

duplicated by this author show a percent deviation of from 

±0.1 to ±2.S in the materials nentioned above. r,eonrd 

further reported good agreement on sarip1es of Crthoclase 

and Aihite. This author was unable to dunuicate those 

results with this particular apparatus and procedure. It 

was because of this failure, and the failure of others1 

also, to obtain good results on highly insoluble compounds 

that the present work was instiated. 

A method which provides for the analysis of already 

soluble compounds by decomposing them and then titrating 

t'e liberated metal does not seem to have the merits or 

tie demand that would warrant a speciail constructed, 

expensive apparatus. Tf the compound IS soluble, then it 

can he an.alyzed on the flame photometer or by one of the 

volumetric or ravimetric methods discussed above. However, 

in the case of hichly insoluble compounds, where more than 

half of the total analyzing tirie could, and often is, taken 

up in the soluhliz1nr step, an ariparatus of special con- 

struction and a snecific method is no doubt warranted and 

of reat practical value to those involved in work of this 

nature. 

To design a special apparatus, to devise a specific 

method, and to markedly reduce the total time involved in 

analyses of hIghly insoluble compounds was the basis and 
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the objective of the work of this thesis. 
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DISCUSSION OF RSTJLTS 

Types of Conpounds Analyzed 

The decoipostion teiperature of ci1cium hydride is 

375°C. It was necessrr to attain te"'perature3 above 

6750C. to deco"ipose alkali metal coipounds and replace 

the nietal with calcium. It was found thnt in the case of 

the alkali halides, where the lattice structure is such as 

to make the metal loris readily available for replaceìent, 

tenperaturos only slightly above the decomposition of CaH2 

were required. 'ith NaC1 sbout 800°C. was sufficient to 

decouîpcse the salt and 950°C. would distill the 'ietai 

(boi1in point 880°C.) onto a cooled surface. K.Cl was 

comparable to flaCi with s11thtly lower temperatures being 

sufficient for both decomposition and distillation. K2CO3 

was slightly more dIfficult to decompose than the halide. 
On the other hand, compounds such as silicates in the 

form of foldspars, which have definite crystalline con- 

fiuratIons, and ltsos, which are fused non-crystalline 
mixtures of basic oxides and silicon dioxide, were very 

difficult to decompose. The explanation lies in the 

structure of these glasses and silicato minerals. In the 

case of the glass the structure is not definite, but Is in 

eneral similar to that of silicate minerais. 

The tetrahedron of oxyen atoms with a silicon at the 
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center, which occurs in silica, is a general characteristic 

of all silicate minerals. In the orthosilicates such as 

zircon, ZrSIO4, and olirine, (M,Fe)2SiO4, the crystal is 

a lattice of 3104 tetrahedra and the positive ions; and 

the same is trueof the orthodisilicates, the negative ion, 

31207_6, consisting of two tetrahedra linked by a corner. 

The metasilicates (s1o3 radical) may complete the tetre- 

hedron of oxygen atoms by formin rings In which two corners 

of each tetrahedron are shared. In the pyroxones, e. . 

adei,e, NeA1(3iO3)2 which are also mete silicates, the 31C3 

roups form infinite chains instead of rin:s, and the pos- 

itive ions, that is Na and Al, serve to bind the chains to- 

aether. 

Silicates contain1n the Si40104 proup (or A13i30105 

if one i is replaced by Al) form infinite sheets of silicon 

ox:J:en tetrahodra. Such sheets held together by positive 

ions are found in the clay minerals. Double sheets with 

the vertices of the tetraìiedra pointin toward each other 

occur in the mica minerals such as muscovite, (OTI)2KAl2- 

S13A1010. In the cla' minerais the sheets are held to- 

ether by alkali or alkaline earth ions, but the latter 

contain no intermediate atoms. This would seem to indicate 

that clays would be more easily decomposed by the calcium 

hydride technique, than would the mica minerals, and this 

was found to be the case. 
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It wouL seem that there are several positions 

occupied by the alkali metal ions in t1e various minerals, 

and that in these positions thoi would vary as to the 

dlfficult7 or ease with which they are replaced by calcium. 

Steric factors then, would seem to he responsible for the 

difficulty with which the metals are released, and would 

serve as an explanation for the fact that in order to de- 

compose plastic clay a rather low temperature of about 10000 

to 1100°C . was required where-as for opal class a tempera- 

turc of at least l000O. was required. The feldapars and 

the soda-lime lasses which were solublized, were inter- 

mediate in ease of decomposition between claj and the opal 

glass. They required a temperature of sorriethinr around 

1250°C. 

Tarious Apparatus Tried 

The principle disadvantaes of the water cooled, steel 

crucible used by Leonard was that it failed to selectively 

collect the alkali metals on the water cooled surface when 

extremely insoluble materials such as 1asses and minerals 

were heinr determined, It was found that because these 

materials required such high temperatures for quantitative 

reduction, calcium from the calcium hydride was volatil- 

ized and deposited along with the alkali metals. urther, 

it was noted that the inner steel shell-crucible seal was 
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not entire]. gas t1:ht at those elevated temperatures, where 

the Ca2 is corn1ete1y docoposed and 1are volumes of 

are evolved, and that often considerable quantities of 

potassium and sodium would be lo8t. Table I illustrates 
the rclts of these two conditions; hiíh results duo to 

calcium bein' volatilized and ultirnatel?r titrated with 

standard acid, and low results due to either insufficient 
heat or loss of alkali metal thrcu1 leakae. A combin- 

ation of these factors, that is if alkali metal leaked 

from the apparatus at hih temperatures and at the same 

time calcium was vaporized and deposited along with the 

alkali metal, would tend to nullify these errors and results 
would not indicate the true situation as re rds the accu- 

racy or dependability of the nethoö. 

Because of these disadvantajea an appu was de- 

sipned and constructed to eliminato any pressures developed 

in the cì1are area and to thus prevent pressure leaks. 
This apparatus consisted of a five inch lonFth of one-half 
inch stainless steel pipe with a machined cap pressed onto 

one end and a water-cooled stainless steel one-quarter inch 

tube threaded onto the other by means of an adapter. The 

procedure was to placo the charge in the tube and tap it 
down to the closed end, screw on the water cooled tube and 

heat. The alkali metal was to then 'ce collected in the 

water cooled tube. This was found to work unsatisfactorly 
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TABLE I 

Results of Orthoclase and eldspar Deterrrd.nations Using 

Water Cooled Stael Crucible and Titration with Standard Acid 

Sample % retal Theoretical % Metal Calculated Error 

NaA1SI3O8 8.78 8.05 - 8.35 

NaAlSi3O8 8.78 9.43 p 7.4 

KA1SI3C8 14.04 12.04 - 14.02 

KA1SI3C8 14.04 22.03 1' 57.0 
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since the alkali naetal would not condense entirely within 

the tube, but would pass on throu'h and ignite at the end. 

To overcome this difficulty an extension of pyrex tubing 
w:is placed on the steel tube and this was plugged with 

pyrex wool. The alkali metals collectod on the pyrex wool 

and on the condenser walls could then be dissolved and an 

analysis conducted. The results obtained from this appa- 

ratus (Table II) were ìore consistent, but were otherwise 

no better than those obtained with the water-cooled steel 

crucible. It was found that all of the alkali metal could 

not be driven out of the charge area with heat alone, and 

that also the excess calcium hydride, as in the other apPa- 

ratus, was completelj decomposed arìd the calcium difficult 

to remcve from the walls of the iu:nition tube, So,e calci- 

uxi was distilled from the i:nition tube and deposited in 

the water cooled condenser, but only alkali reta1 was ap- 

naront on the 'oyrex wool. 

To overco'e the ract that heat was not enouoh to 

drive the alkali metals from the charre area, the apparatus 

shown in fire 6 was constructed. It was intended that 

with this apparatus the nietal vapors could be swett from 

the char:e area with inert gas, and collected on the con- 

denser walls and pyrex wool plug. 

itro'en was the first as to be tried as a sweep. It 

was introduced at a sii ht orossure (less than one pound) 
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TABL II 

Results of Lead Iarium 'lass and Opal lass 

Determinations Using Closed Thd Ignition Tube 

and the Perkin-Elmer Model 52-C Plame Photometer 

Sample f 
K20 

Theory 
120 

Pound Error 
% 2C 
Theory 

N2C 
Found Error 

89 1) 8.32 2.72 67.3 5.69 2.02 64.5 

2) 8.32 3.01 33.8 5.69 2.19 61.6 

91 1) 3.25 1.94 40.3 8.48 3.87 54.3 

2) 3.25 2.06 36.6 8.48 4.12 51.4 
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and allowed to flow at rates varying from one to two liters 
per minute. It was found, after several runs, that at the 

elevated tempe'atures bein used, (12000 to 1300°C.) the 

calcium was combining with the nitro:ren sweep gas to form 

calcium nitride which in turn seemed to blanket the charge 

and prevent the alkali ietals from being driven off. 
Helium 'as seemed to be the answor to the probln and 

was used in the same manner as the nitrogen. The results 
obtained (table III) indicate that almost tIle entire alkali 
rnetal content of the sap1es was being collected at the 

pyrex wool and along the walls of the condenser, but that 
also a great deal of vapor phase calcium from the decoposed 

calcium hrdride was deposited àlong with it. This is under- 

standable, since calcium has a boiling point of 1240°C., 

and at least this temperature is required for solublizing 
sonie samples. The vapor nhase calcium proved to be pyro- 

phoric and difficult to handle. In order to insure that 
none of the material was irnited and lost as oxide smoke, 

it was necessary to slowly oxidize it bj al1owin! an air- 
riitroen mixture to flow through the tube for several 
hours. In view of this length of time required, and also 
acain the difficulty of cleaning the charge tube, the meth- 

od was abandoned. 

From the results obtained withthe above apparatus 
it became a7parent that a method using essentially the same 
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TABLE III 

Results of Lead rarium "lass )eterm1nations 

Usine Gas Sweop Apparatus, Helium Gas and 

the Porkin-1mer Model 52-C Flame Photometer 

Sample % K20 % >' 

3' Na20 % Na2C 
Theory Found Prror Theory Found rror 

Lead Barium 
1) 8.32 7,47 93 

Glass 

2) 8,32 7.20 13.4 

5.69 5.39 5.28 

5.69 4.88 14.2 
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apparitus, but requiring solublization of distillation 

products and also extraction of the alkali metals from the 

charge residue, would be required. The successful method 

encompassinj' these features is described under Experimental 

Fesults and Procedure. 
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1XPRIMENTAL RESuLTS AND PROCEDURE 

Jeneral Eguprnont and Che'iIa1s 

The Flame Photo«?îeter 

F1re 3 shows a cut-away drawlng: of a :odel 52-C 

Perkin-lmer Flame Photoeter. This instrument ws u8ed 

extensively throu;ih_out the course of this work, and is 

consIdered an invaluable aid in tho determination of the 

alkali metals b the method developed in this thesis, 

however, it is not indispensible, since the ravirnetric 

methods mentioned at the becinnin of the paper can be 

used after the sample ha been solublized. 

In usinr the flame photometer, the sample is poured 

into the inlet funnel and atomized by compressed air. 

The fine foc is separated from the sprar in the class atom- 

izer chamber and blown Into the base of the burner, Jìen 

mixed with «as and burned, lt colors the flame with ehar- 

acteristic spectra of the salts it contains. 

The entrance slit cf a two-prism monochrornator looks 

directly at the center of the flame 3ust above the top of 

the burner. Lirht from the flame is dispersed Into 
spectrum 3fld divided by a bear spllttin mirror so tt 
part falls on a fixed exit slit and part on a ríovoable one. 

ach slit has itS own photoelectric cell and amplifier 
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with independent sain controls for each. As a direct 

readin photometer, the :a1n control on the Internal 

standard ariplifier is set at zero. Por use as a ratio 

photometer to compare the light fallin on the internal 

standard cell with that fal1in on the other, the gain 

control on the internal standard amplifier is adjusted 

until its sinal exactly blarices that of the unknown. 

In operation the flame photometer must always be 

calibrated with solutions containin known amounts of the 

elements to be measured. For more accuracy than is poss- 

ible with direct intensity readinp:s, lithium is adJed to 

the samples and used as an internal standard for the deter- 

minatiori of the unknown. The eff'ect of extraneous vari- 

ables and Interferjn' elements may be still further re- 
duced by usin stafldards with compositions similar to those 

of the samoles to be analyzed. 

Typical calibration curves for sodium and potassium 

are shown in fiFure 4 for direct intensity readins, and 

figuro 5 illustrates calibration curves for sodium and 

potassium for readinr"s on saiples containin BOO parts 

per iiillion (ppm) of lithium as added internal standard. 

(24, p. 1-25) 

Fisher ultif lame flurner 

Several types of burners and heat sources were used 
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In the various riethods of solublIzin that were tried. 

The one that ultirnatelj proved to be the test and was used 

exclusLvelj In the latter phases of the work was the 'isher 

:!u1tif lame Fumer. 

This burner, desigred and sold by the risher Scientific 

Company, can be adjusted to give four principle f1aie types. 

Small or 1are annealing and small or 1are sealing flames. 

The des1,.n permits an almost unlimited flame sise rane. 

The flames used in this procedure were enerall large 

brush type flames usina oxygen. 

The burner can operate ori any gas from 500 B.T.TTS per 

cubic foot to propane or butane from 2300 B.T.U. per cubic 

foot. It operates on ordirar city or natural gas ores- 

sure s. 

Oxygen 

Oxygen for burner operation was ordinary coiroiercial 

compressed gas, contained In 240 cubic foot capac1t 

cylinders. It was obtained from National Cylinder Gas 

Company. 

NI tro gen 

The nitroen used for sweeping and for naintainis:ìg 

positive pressure at one end of the apparatus was common 

commercial grade oil pumped nitrogen, also obtained from 
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National Cylinder s-as Company. Prior to use, the nitroen 

was dried through a CaC12 drying tube and passed aver 

phosphoric anhydride to insure te absence of water vapor. 

Calcium Hydride 

The cûlciuri hydride used during all of this work was 

obtained rorn Metal iTydrides Incorporatad, Beverly, lass. 

It was ditilld, reagent :rade hydride, size four iesh, 

The material was kept in a tightly capped bottle. i 

quantity suffIcient for one run was ground in a 3tl1iinan 

ito mortn: just prior to rlixiììp; with the sample and ig 

nitin. 

Hydrochloric Acid 

ieaent :rsde, tested purity hydrochloric acid ob- 

tained from Eimer and Anend, New York, was used for all 

washing and neutra1izin. 

S amp le s 

Sariples of NaC1, FCl and I2CO3 used in pi-ovin;; the 

quantitativeress of the reductIon reaction were reagent 

¿rade chemicals obtained from the J. T. raker Chemical 

Company, Phillipsburg, J Samples of glasses and maer- 

als were obtained from the United states Tational Eureau 

of Standards, Washington, D. C. These samples were 



accompanied br a certificate of analysis for each sample. 

The samples used were: ¿' 
rio, feldspar; 80, soda-lime 1ass; 

fl9, lead barium glass; 91, opal glass; 93, borosilicate 

glass; 98, plastic clay; 99, soda feldspar; 128, soda-lime 

glass. 

These National Bureau of Standards saìples are of 

the hi»hest purity. The certIficate of analysis ori each 

indicates the various analysts who have analïzed tIte earn- 

pies for the Bureau of Standards, and their results. These 

results are then averaced and a recommended percentage for 

each constituent apnars on the certificate. All analyses 

are based on sapies dried for one hour at 1050 to 1100C. 

The saiples are -150 mesh as obtained from the Lureau of 

Standards and require no further subdivision. 

Special Apparatus 

Figure 6 illustrates the apparatus with which the 

best results were obtained. It consists of an ignition, 

or charge tube of inch, type 430 stainless steel pipe, 

six inches in length. The pipo is threaded on each end 

with standard pipe threads to a distance of one inch. On 

the inlet end of the charge tute is screwed a stainless 

steel cap into the end of which a hole has been bored and 

tapped with standard pipe threads to receive a inch stain- 

less steel tube, 10 inches in length. Around this tube is 
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fitted a glass water condenser about 7 inches long and held 

in place by rubber stopers as indicated n the diararn. 

The outlet end of the charre tube is fitted wIth another 

* inch condenser tube which has a larrre shculder at one 

end and is held onto the charge tube by neans of a threaded 

nut, which, when screwed onto the lirriltion tube presses 

against the shoulder. Both the shoulder face and the i- 

nition tube end are faced on a metal lat to insure a as 

t1ht seal when the nut is securely fastened. This tube 

is also covered with a water jacket constructed of electri- 

cal conduit, with the outlets silver soldered in place. 

Connected to the end of the outlet tube by eans of a 

piece of pressure tubing is a pyrex tube 12 ri-a. in diameter 

and 8 inches long. Dur1n a run this tube contains a pyrex 

wool plug about i to l inches in length and of a density 

suff±cient to allow none of the vaporized metal to pass 
throuçth. 

Nitrogen Is dried throurh a 12 inch column of techrii- 

cal anhydrous CeCi2 contained ifl a 35 rii. pyrex tube and 

then over phosphoric anhydride contained in a 125 ml. 

Erlenmyer flask before being passed into the inlet tube to 

Insure complete absence of water vapor. 

xperiental Procedure 

The optimum procedure then was as follows: 0.2 to 

0.4 crams of sample, ground to minus 150 mesh and dried at 
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least one hour rt 110°C., was Intiriately mxod with i gram 

of freshly round calcium hydride (minus BO mesh). This 

was transfered immediately to the center portion of the 

char'e tube by means of c spoon-tyre spatula (scoopula) and 

the apparatus ssemh1ed, care beinr' taken not to disperse 

the cbare mixture. Dried nitrogen as was passed throuth 

the tube at a rate f about i liter per minute whIle the 

charge tube was be1n heated to a dull red (about 900°C.). 

Heating was continued at this temperature for about 5 

ii1nutes, after' whIch time tho tube was heated a1ori its 

length to a bri,"ht oranr-e (about 1300°C. ) for another 15 

minutes. The apparatus was allowed to cool, then disas- 

sembled and the chare residue and pyrex wool deposit dis- 

solved in water, The inside of the charge tube, condenser 

and '1ass tube wore washed with dilute HC1 and distilled 

water, the washings being added to the dissolved residue 

and deposit. The solution was neutralized with hCl, 

filtered and analyzed on the flame photoreter, u8inp' the 

internal standard method. 

Fo suits 

Table IV shows the results obtained with the eiht 

Bureau of Standards samples when moderate care was taken 

and the optimum procedure used. 



TAflL IV 

Pesults of flational Bureau of standards Sample Determinations TJsin? 

Titrogen Swept Apparatus and the Perkin-lmer Flame Photoieter 

National Bureau of run National Bureau of tandards Analysis 08112 ethod Analysis 
Standards Sample Io. No. c K20 ;; Na00 K2C % Na20 

70 108 12.58 2.3t3 L2.3O 2.29 
109 12.58 2.8 12.00 2.12 

80 102 .04 16.65 0.00 16.37 
103 .04 16.65 0.00 16.64 

89 91 3.32 5.69 7.48 5.48 
92 8.32 5.69 7.76 5.59 

91 94 3.25 8.48 3.01 8.59 
95 3.25 3.48 3.01 8.34 

93 97 .16 4,1f .10 3,98 
98 ,1 41 .10 4,12 

98 99 3.17 28 2.73 .65 
100 3.17 .28 2.77 .65 

99 104 .4i. 10.73 .45 9.71 
105 .41 10,7 .45 9.91 

128 106 .99 16.83 .08 16.26 
107 .99 16.83 1.08 16.52 



STJARY AND CCNCLUSIONS 

A rapid method for the solublizaticn of a]Jcali metals 

occurlrig in lasses, silicatos, minerals, and clays has 

been developed. The solublization step, combined with an 

analysis using. a flame photometer provides ari easy, quick, 

corplete alkali metal detor'ination. The iethod is much 

faster than reseritly popular methods and compares favor- 

ably in most cases with their accurac:[. 

The simplicity of the method, which consists of rind- 

ing and mixing a wei1ed sample with powdered Cali2, then 

igniting it in a stainless steel tube in a stream of nitro- 

gen gas, dissolving the resultant charge ass and collected 

alkali metal in water and finally determining the metal 

content with a flae photometer, would seem to give it a 

decIded advanta:»e over ex.sti methods and perhaps be the 

factor which would persuade many analysts in its favor. 

The total time for the solublizatlon step can be made as 

10w 5 i hour and the fla]e ohotometer analysis takes from 

15 to 30 minutes, depending on the number of alkali metals 

in the sample. Two coplete alkali metal determinations 

have been made in three hours with a singlo apoaratus, the 

results of which coripared favorably with those obtained by 

more conventional means (see Table IV). "ith two apparatus 

it is estimated that 5 or runs could be completed in 4 



hours. 

In so!ne of the doterrilnations made by this method the 

alkali metal oxide percentao found was as much as O.er- 

cent lower then the known value (see Table IV). in most 

runs the results were only slitht1y lower than known values. 

Those are attributed to possible small bakes in the joints 

of the apparatus and could be rectified by constructing a 

precision apparatus. 

The solublization step prenares the analytical sample 

for ultimate analysis by use of the flame photoiieter. A 

method such that the alkali otal could be separated fror 

calcium, reacted wIth water and tItrated with standard 

acId, would be advantaeous in a laboratory in WhiCh a 

flame photometer is not available. Such a method is pos- 

sible in the case of simple salts as was demonstrated by 

Leonard. However, from a consideration of reaction temper- 

atures necessary for solublization of more complex maten- 

ais (12000 to 1350°C.), and the volatility of calcium at 

these temperatures (boiling point of calcium is 1240°C.), 

such a separation appears to be unfeasible for these ma- 

terlals. Further, if it were possible, then a ITavimetnic 

separation of sodium from potassium would need to be made, 

since most mineral samples and glasses contain both (see 

Table IV), and a titration would only indicate total alkali 

metal. 
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A gravimotric method for c1cium, which would be used 

after determining total alkalinity due to calcium, sodium 

and potassium combined by tItration with acid also has Its 

weak points. In many minerals and pisos the total alkali 

metal content is as low as 3.0 porcent. If a .200 g. sample 

vzere taken for ana1is1s it would contain only 3 mg. of 

total alkali metal. After ignition with c1ciur hydride 

an dist11ation of metals to a collection point, the S mg. 

would be contaminated with about 500 mg. of calcium metal, 

the total would then be reacted with water and titrated. 

Ari extre:.e1y accurate titration would have to be made in 

order to account for the sna1l amount of alkali metal pre- 

sent. ven if tis were osstb1e, the oxalate method for 

calcium, which Is the most conon and most accurate, would 

not be accurate enouh to deermine as much as 500 mg. to 

within .25 rn., which would be necessary to coripare favor- 

ably wIth the flame photoieter method and other metods 

for the alkali metals. The situation 18 further complicated 

by the fact tIiRt in the oxalato fnethod for calcium the 

worst contaminants are the alkali metals, and from two to 

three renrecipitations of the oxalate under rather exact- 

ing conditions are necessnr to free them. 

A seoaration hsed cn fractional distillation of sodi- 

um and calcium metals,or otassiu arid calciam metals might 
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serve this purpose hut would probably be more involved than 

the ravirnetric and colorlinetric qethods available for the 

determination of alkali Letals. 

For the above reasons the solublization cf alkali- 
metal compounds by reaction with calcium hydride will be 

most enerail:T applicable and advaritaeous when ultimate 

analysis is carried out by 'eans of the flane photometer. 
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